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This guidebook contains click paths to critical writing and grammar functions you may want to use in
your classroom. Please keep this document as a reference as you begin to explore the many ways
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Welcome to Prentice Hall Writing Coach Online! Writing Coach is a groundbreaking,
interactive writing and grammar program that helps middle and high school students grow into
independent writers. It:




Provides proven and easy to use strategies just right for today’s students
Provides personalized coaching for every student through a digital writing “coach” that gives
individualized feedback on paragraphs and essays
Lets teachers customize instruction to meet all classroom needs while saving time

Writing Coach … Coaching every student to be a winning writer!

Writing Coach can be taught using 100% digital courseware! A teacher will find all the resources
he or she needs to teach his/her class online and available 24 hours per day/7 days per week.
With this flexibility, instruction not only occurs in class, but it can also occur at home making for a
strong school/parent connection. All that is needed is an Internet connection.

Please note: This content is hosted in an online beta environment. Some glitches may occur. If
you have questions, please contact:
Matthew Baetke, Marketing Manager
Matt.Baetke@Pearson.com
847-513-1165
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Accessing Writing Coach Online Resources
STEP 1:

Writing Coach Online can only be used in Internet Explorer or Apple Safari
Browsers. To view the content, open a web browser and type in
www.PHWritingCoach.com. Select the technology tab from the top navigational bar.

STEP 2:

Once on the technology page, scroll to bottom and select “Login” to enter your
username and password. A quick note: We strongly encourage you to take a brief
program tour and to check your system requirements on the page before entering.
However, this is not required.
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STEP 3:

To view the program as a teacher:
Enter your username
Enter your password

Both students and teachers log in using the interface below. Use the credentials as
needed to evaluate each user experience. Enjoy the power of Prentice Hall Writing
Coach Online!
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Navigating Your Home Page (as a teacher)

The home page consists of 4 areas:
1. Program bookshelf – in the area labeled programs (upper right)
2. Classes (lower right)
3. Daily planner – the upper left
4. Platform/System Announcements – lower left
To assist in the evaluation process, a teacher account and student account were created for you
so you could explore the content in depth. However, if you are interested in learning how these
accounts were set up for you, there are a series of tutorials available at:
http://mypearsontraining.com/products/successnetplus/tutorials.asp
These will walk you through some basic platform functionalities on setting up the infrastructure
(adding a program, creating a class, enrolling a student, setting up your planner, etc).
To view this program as a student (and complete assignments):
1. Log in as a student:
Enter the username: Techstudent2
Enter the password: welcome2
2. Click “Get Started from the marketing splash page (you may also roll over any of the
training tutorials to get a brief orientation to the student page).
3. Click on Prentice Hall Writing Coach, NA, Grade 7

4. On the following screen, select “assignments”. Complete any assignments to get the
student experience.
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Finding Program Content (as a teacher):
To access program content, you can either navigate using the top tabs or you can click on the
program banner. A couple things of note here:
1. Before entering the system, it is encouraged to take the program tour. This will give you a
brief orientation to the system and highlight some natural click paths you should view to
evaluate the product.
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2. To access the program eText, click on the eText link on the program banner. In the case of
Writing Coach, there are 3 eTexts – the Student Edition, the Teacher’s Edition and the
Prentice Hall Research Companion. A couple things to note about the Student and Teacher’s
Editions, because of the eText platform used, these books become interactive readers.
Students can highlight/unhighlight text, create notes with the push pin function, and teachers
can convert the text into an interactive whiteboard activity (by clicking on the mini-projector
icon) and projecting it on a whiteboard. This allows students to interact with their texts in class
which allows for hands on experiential learning.
Below is how to access the eTexts and the toolbar that illustrates these interactive features.
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3. To access program content and to view the full breadth of resources, click on “browse
resources” to open the content table of contents. The contents consist of 5 main folders:
a. Interactive Student Writing Center – which consists of writing assignments and
resources
b. Interactive Student Grammar Center – which consists of grammar assignments and
resources
c. Student eText
d. Teacher Resources
e. Assessments
Teachers will use these folders to review and identify content to be assigned to students
through the learning management system.

Now that you have received a brief orientation as to where things are located, below is an outline
of the major feature we would like you to explore to really understand the Writing Coach
difference. In addition, there are several pages on how to complete critical tasks and assign
content with our learning management system. Enjoy!
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The Interactive Writing Coach
The Interactive Writing Coach with its groundbreaking paragraph and essay scorer is proven
technology that will help students become the best writers they can be. To view how this works in
your teacher view, follow these simple steps:
1. If you are on the home page/tab, select browse content from the program banner.
2. The first option on the list is the Interactive Student Writing Center. Please open it by
clicking on the expand button (+).

3. Look down the page and select and expand (+) the Exposition mode of writing folder to
reveal the list of writing assignments/activities to be assigned.
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4. Select the Interactive Writing Coach Personal Tutor by scrolling to the right of the
assignment and selecting “preview”. This will open the activity for you to try. If you were
preparing a class lesson, you would select “assign”, but for demo purposes, select
“preview” and enter some of your own authentic text and watch the system score it.

5. When you look at the screen, all the colored bars and links are live. The left hand side of
the interface contains color coded lessons on the writing assignment. The right hand side
of the page contains the writing interface for students to enter their authentic text. Explore
the writing assignment and enter your own text and then select get feedback. See how the
program provides students will a personalized learning experience.

Students
compose
here and
select “Get
Feedback”
for
paragraph
support and
“Get Essay
Feedback
for essay
scoring and
support.
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Instruction
on the
writing
assignment
– interactive
and
clickable.

6. The power of the system is its ability to give instant feedback on which students can begin to
revise their writing. To better walk you through the entire process, we have created a demo
writing prompt in which you can select essays. To use this demo, complete the following steps:
a. Close out of the existing assignment you are currently in.
b. Scroll down to the activity that is labeled “(Demo)
c. Scroll to the right of it and select “Open” and read/follow the green screen prompts to
guide you for populating the scorer with model essays.

d. Once you get your feedback scores, be sure to roll over specific data categories (like
topic development) to get a better understanding of why you scored the way you did.
Then click on “Tips from Your Writing Coach” for prescriptive instruction.
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The remainder of this document is a user guide that shows how a teacher would assign content to
their students within the system.
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Assessment-driven Writing Path
The assessment driven writing path allows the system to automatically level your students
based on their performance on a short, diagnostic writing assessment. It contains three
key activities:
1. Writing Pre Test
2. The Feature Writing Assignment
3. Prompts for Progress Monitoring
Assigning the Writing Pre Test Teacher Path
1. To begin, login to Writing Coach Online
2. Browse Content
3. Expand “Assessments” folder by selecting the plus sign to the left of the folder.

4. Expand “Writing Prompts for Practice and Progress Monitoring”
5. Assign Writing Pre-Test by rolling over the right side of the folder until a down arrow appears
(see image on next page)
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6. At this point, the student will take the Pre-Test and receive a score. Based on that score, they
will be leveled within the system. Once leveling is achieved, you are now ready to assign the
Feature Assignment within the Interactive Student Writing Center

Assigning the Feature Writing Assignment
7. Let’s say you are teaching Persuasion. Scroll up to the Interactive Student Writing Center and
expand the “Persuasion” folder.

8. Scroll up to “Interactive Student Writing Center” and expand folder.
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9. Expand “Persuasion” folder to identify content.
10. Assign entire folder

11. Students will receive their leveled graphic organizers and writing assignment based on their
performance on the Writing Pre-Test (diagnostic). If preferred, teachers can always override
any student’s learner level manually. We will show how to do that at the end of the section.
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Assigning A Prompt for Progress Monitoring
12. Now, let’s say the students have finished and submitted their featured writing assignment.
Teacher may want to assign a “Prompt for Progress Monitoring” in order to re-level students
within the system. To do so, scroll down to the assessment folder.
13. Expand the folder by clicking the plus sign on the left.
14. Select and assign the prompt for progress monitoring.

Reasons for Assigning:
Writing Pre-Test and Prompts for Progress Monitoring are Learner Level Updater Activities. They
are automatically scored and will return a top line score. Based on the score, students will be
assigned the following Learner Levels: Above, On, or Below (see chart for cutoffs).
4-point Rubric
4/4
3/4
2/4
1/4
0/4

Percentage
100%
84%
75%
66%
50%
33%
25%
16%
0%

6-point Rubric
6/6
5/6
4/6
3/6
2/6
1/6
0/6

Learner Level
Above
Above
On
On
Below
Below
Below
Below
Below

This will impact the following activities within the Interactive Student Writing Center.
 Interactive Writing Coach Personal Tutor
 Interactive Graphic Organizers
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15. Log out as teacher. You have now completed the entire system cycle for assigning the
assessment driven writing path. Teachers may also want to assign an unused prompt from the
Interactive Writing Coach Personal Tutor in order to measure writing progress at different
points during the year. This strategy can be used as part of an RTI and Individual
Development Plan as they provide a richness of data and identical comparative points on the
six traits of writing.
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Student Learner Levels
Override System Set Learner Levels
As mentioned earlier, the Writing Pre-Test and the Prompts for Progress Monitoring will
automatically level students within the system. To override the system set Student Learner Level:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Login as Teacher
Choose Class
Choose Gradebook tab
Select Learner Levels
Click “Edit”

6. Select new level
7. Click “Save”
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To turn-off the system set Learner Level Path:
1. From within a class, go to the “Preferences” tab
2. Select the “Writing Assistant” from the menu on the left
3. Go to the “Student Workflow” section

4. Enable the “Set Student Workflow” button
5. From the drop down menu, choose the desired setting
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Assessment-driven Grammar Study Plan Path
Teacher Path
1. Choose WC TX Grade 7 – Browse Content

2.
3.
4.
5.

Expand the “Grammar” folder
Expand “Nouns and Pronouns”
Expand “Auto Assign: Assessment Driven Lessons”
Assign “Nouns and Pronouns Study Plan”
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6. Select classes
7. Select dates
8. Click “Save and Assign”

9. Sign out as teacher. You have now assigned the assessment driven grammar path.
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Student Path – Assessment driven Grammar Path
1. Sign In as student
2. Navigate to class
3. Click “Assignments”

4. Navigate to assignment and click “Begin”
5. In Pre-Test section, click “Begin”
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6. Complete assignment. Be sure to answer every question.
7. Click “Submit for Grading”
8. View and launch remediation assets from “Options”
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Creating a Teacher-made Writing Prompt
1.
2.
3.
4.

Login
Go to Class
Go to Content Tab
Click “Add Content”

5. Click “Writing Assistant with Feedback”
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6. Enter Activity name and click “Save and Continue”

7. Click “Add Questions”
8. Select “Create New Question”
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9. A pop-up window will appear
10. Select “Auto-graded Essay (Feedback)

11. Enter Question Title
12. Type Prompt text in text box – apply any formatting necessary using formatting toolbar
13. Choose Essay Type from dropdown menu
14. Choose Question Status from dropdown menu
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15. Click on arrow to expand “Instructions” area
16. Choose instructions type from dropdown menu
17. Click on arrow to expand “Writing Feedback” area
18. Choose writing feedback type from dropdown menu
19. Click “Save and Close”

20. The prompt you just created now appears in your question library.
21. Click “Save and Return”
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22. Your activity now appears in your content library
23. The activity can be assigned by clicking on the box to the left of the activity, and then clicking
on “Assign/Unassign”
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Assigning Online Journal Activities
Within the print text and eText of the student edition, students are often encouraged to
capture their thoughts on a “Try It” activity. The following path shows how to assign such
content to students:
1. Log in to Writing Coach Online
2. Browse content
3. Expand the Interactive Writing Coach folder by selecting the plus sign on the left

4. Scroll down to the mode of writing you are teaching. For this example, please select
persuasion.
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5. Next, scroll down to and open the folder labeled Student Resources by clicking on the plus
sign on the left side of the folder.

6. Assign the online journal activities by rolling over the right side of the folder until the drop
down arrow appears. Click on the arrow and then select assign.

7. Sign out as a teacher. You have now assigned the online journal activities for this unit.
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